
hat is the best way to use
your eyes on the tennis
court? If you are like me,
then you probably grew up

having the words watch the ball or focus on
the ball etched into your consciousness.  

Despite these lessons, modern sports vision
research suggests that watching the ball is, in
fact, the least efficient and least accurate way
to use your visual system in a fast-moving ball
sport such as tennis.

In the lingo of sports vision, watching the
ball is known as Serial Processing (SP), which
is terribly inefficient in comparison to its big
brother, Parallel Processing (PP). Here is a
simple analogy that explains the difference
between SP and PP.

Imagine yourself looking through a large
window, watching as someone throws a snow-
ball at you.  When the snowball reaches the
window it will create a “contact event” at a
contact point along the surface of the window.
SPLAT! 

Your objective in this visual scenario is to
locate the contact event on the surface of your
window; to have the SPLAT! in focus when
and where it happens. 

The traditional visual strategy for locating
the contact event in this situation is to “watch
the ball” or, in this case, “watch the snowball”
as it travels along its flight path from start to
finish. 

Logically, if you have the snowball in focus
along its entire flight path, it will be in focus
when it hits the window, thus you will have the
contact event, the SPLAT!, in focus when and
where it happens. 

In this scenario, locating the contact event
requires you to refocus your eyes from far-
vision to near-vision so as to keep the ball in
focus from start to finish. This is known as a
Variable-Depth of Focus input pattern, and is
the underlying visual pattern used in SP.

There is, however, another visual strategy
for locating the contact event on the surface of
your window. Rather than focusing on the
snowball and continuously tracking it to the
window, you can focus your eyes on the win-
dow itself, and simply look for the contact
point along the window’s surface. Then, with
your eyes focused on the window, all you have
to do is locate the contact point and you will

have the SPLAT! in perfect focus. 
So, instead of locating the contact event by

focusing on the ball, you locate the contact
event by focusing on the contact zone. This
alternative visual strategy is known as a Fixed-
Depth of Focus input pattern, and is the
underlying visual pattern for PP.

PP differs from SP in several ways. PP
requires you to change your object of focus.
With SP, the object of focus is usually the ball,
or, in this case, the snowball. With PP, the
object of focus is the window/contact zone.
This change in object of focus brings about a
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corresponding change in your visual percep-
tion of the scene before your eyes. With your
eyes focused on the contact zone, the person
throwing the snowball, or hitting the tennis
ball, will be out of focus when the ball is hit.
The ball itself will be out of focus when your
opponent hits it. But as it moves along its
flight path toward your contact zone, the ball
also moves into focus. What you see is a tennis
ball that begins its flight path as a visual blur,
but as it approaches your contact zone, it
increases in visual clarity. When it arrives at
your contact zone, the ball is clearly in focus
when and where you hit it. 

The logic of PP is that the contact zone is
where the most important event in the game
takes place, the contact event, and if your eyes
are prefocused on your contact zone, you will
see the ball more clearly when you contact it
than if you are trying to keep the ball in focus
along its entire flight line by continuously
refocusing your eyes. In terms of visual effi-
ciency, prefocusing eliminates refocusing, and
when you eliminate the refocusing variable
from your visual pattern you also eliminate
the main cause of visual input errors. And
visual input errors are directly causal to motor
output errors – the proverbial garbage-
in/garbage-out syndrome.  

My last two columns in Colorado Tennis
have been based on visualizing an imaginary
window in front of you to represent your con-
tact zone. The reason is that the act of visual-
izing this imaginary window in front of you
fixes the focus of your eyes on your contact
zone and switches you from a variable-depth
of focus input pattern to a fixed-depth of focus
input pattern. In other words, it switches you
from SP to PP, and that switch does something
else. It switches you from playing tennis in
your normal performance state to playing ten-
nis “in the zone.” 

Here’s why. PP is the underlying
visual/cognitive interface of your peak per-
formance state. Peak performance is not as
much about tennis as it is about how you use
your visual/cognitive/ motor operating sys-
tem on the tennis court. If you use your visual
system in a serial mode, then your brain (cog-
nitive) and body (motor) systems will also
operate in a serial mode. 

But if you use your visual system in a par-
allel mode, then your cognitive and motor sys-

tems will follow suit and also oper-
ate in a parallel mode. This parallel
visual/cognitive/motor operating
mode is the underlying operating
mode of the human peak perform-
ance state, the operating mode for
playing tennis in the zone. 

Although PP is a challenge to
learn, there are some very good rea-
sons to take up the challenge.
According to Dr. Bill Hines, Team
Ophthalmologist for the Denver
Broncos, Denver Nuggets and
Colorado Avalanche, and a leading
authority in sports vision, PP can do
wonders for your reaction time. “At
best, with SP, the integration of
visual information into motor
response takes 300 to 500 millisec-
onds, whereas with PP the same
sequence takes approximately 50
milliseconds.”

Do the math. PP can make your
response time six to ten times faster!
But a quicker response time is just
one of the benefits of PP. The most
noticeable benefit comes from your
heightened visual awareness of the
ball. Players who have experienced the zone
talk about “seeing the ball better than nor-
mal.” This visual phenomenon is caused by the
fact that when your eyes are focused on your
contact zone, the oncoming ball will always be
coming into focus as it gets closer to your con-
tact zone. So instead of trying to keep the ball
in focus as it moves toward your contact zone,
you simply keep your contact zone in focus
and let the ball move into focus as it gets clos-
er. The visual sensation is that of “seeing the
ball better than normal.”

parallel processing & good timing
Says Dr. Hines: “Prefocusing on your con-

tact zone in any fast-moving ball sport pro-
vides the proper reference for appropriate
muscular response in space and time to maxi-
mize your results.”

That’s doc-speak for good timing. Most
errors in tennis are the result of a player’s
technique going awry due to bad timing, and
the cause of bad timing can be traced back to
inaccurate visual information about the speed

of the ball coming over the net. If your brain
receives inaccurate information about the
speed of the ball, then it will output inaccurate
motor information to your body. End result:
bad timing, or “an inappropriate muscular
response in space and time.”

Break that down and what you get is this
fact: SP (focusing on the ball) is the leading
cause of bad timing in tennis. And yet we are
convinced that watching the ball is our only
visual strategy. Sports science, and in particu-
lar, sports vision professionals are showing us
a different visual strategy.

“In my opinion,” says Dr. Hines, “PP is the
central strategy for future sports performance
training. There is no other approach that
reproduces the peak performance state every
time.”  

February: Verbal feedback 
April: Controlling your contact zone
June: Parallel Processing & the zone
August: Positive contact and the zone
October: Strategy in the zone
December: Competing in the zone
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